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We remember Alison who wrote this haunting
poem for our Annual Report in 1997. Alison
tragically and sadly passed away in December 1997,
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I sit there with a tear
I sit there and listen with one ear
I listen to my life
The screams
The hate and the love that’s there
I sit there and wonder why
Why does she love him?
I lay there at night in fright
I listen to them fight
And dream of the morning sunlight
To awake at dawn but there’s a storm
I look in the mirror
To see a bruise upon my eye
And realise that he hits me too.
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“Everyone at Annie
North were truly
amazing to me. Not
just the financial
support but the
emotional support
and I will never forget
everything that you
have done for my
son and I. Thanks so
much...”
~ Annie North Client
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Annie North Inc. acknowledges that we are
based on Dja Dja Wurrung country. The
Dja Dja Wurrung and Jaara people are the
Traditional Custodians of these lands, skies and
waterways. We pay our respects to the Elders
past and present, the Aboriginal Community
and the Children who bring hope for all future
generations. The Children remind us of the joy
and gentleness of the Aboriginal people and
will become the future Elders of this land. This
is, was and always will be traditional Aboriginal
land and we acknowledge that sovereignty was
never ceded.

We support cis gendered and LGTBIQ+women
and those that identify as non-binary, from all
ages, race, ethnicity, and ability. We support
children with diverse sexual orientation and
gender identities. We acknowledge the victim/
survivors of gender-based violence past,
present and in the future.

Annie North Inc. is a
not-for-profit organisation
that is primarily funded by
the Victorian Department
of Families, Fairness and
Housing (DFFH). Annie
North Inc. also receives
grants and donations from
other sources.

Annie North Inc. complies
with the Australian
Charities and Not-for-Profit
Commission (ACNC) Act
2012. Annie North Inc.
proudly received the ACNC
tick.
Annie North Inc. is fully
accredited against the
Human Services Standards
by QIP.
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Vision
That all women and
children live free from
domestic and family
violence
Our vision is that all women and
children live free from domestic
and family violence. Our purpose
is to continue to be a valuesdriven organisation and a key
player in an integrated service
system in the provision of
specialist services to women and
children experiencing domestic
and family violence.
Violence against women is
serious, prevalent and driven by
gender inequality. There are four
expressions of gender inequality
which consistently predict higher
rates of violence against women:
1. Condoning of violence against
women.
2. Men’s control of decision
making and limits to women’s
independence in public life
and relationships.
3. Rigid gender roles and
stereotyped constructions of
masculinity and femininity.

Philosophy
Annie North Inc. is a feminist
organisation. The underpinning
feminist principles in relation to
family and/or domestic violence
and the subjugation of women
and children, are in the context of
men’s social, political, economic
and personal power and control
over women and children. Core
practice influences include, but
are not limited to, the Duluth

1
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Purpose

We are a values-driven organisation and a
key player in an integrated service system.
We provide specialist women’s services to
women and children experiencing domestic
and family violence.

4. Disrespect towards women
and male peer relations that
emphasise aggression.
We also know that violence
against women is preventable.
In our Strategic Plan, we have
adopted the five essential actions
to address gendered drivers of
violence against women, taking
preventable actions in all our
work. We aim to create social,
organisational and cultural
change through this action.
1. Challenge the condoning of
violence against women.
2. Promote women’s
independence in decision
making in public life and
relationships.
3. Foster positive personal
identities and challenge
gender stereotypes and roles.
4. Strengthen positive, equal and
respectful relationships.
5. Promote and normalise
integrated service model, and
strengths-based and community
development led practices,
including advocacy.
We operate a client-centred and
‘rights based’ service model
which works within a human
rights framework. The service
is designed to be timely and
responsive and the service
delivery is grounded in evidencebased practice.

gender equality in public and
private life.
We live our values and our
approach is innovative and
responsive to the needs of
women and children:
• We are a feminist, specialist
women’s service.
• We work within an ethical,
social justice and human
rights framework.
• We are inclusive in
the diversity of women
and children and the
intersectionality of their lives.
• We understand that individual
women and children’s
experiences are created and
experienced within systems.
• We lead transformational
social change to address the
four drivers of gender based
violence.
• We recognise, celebrate and
value women.

Annie North Inc.

Strategic
Objectives
1
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Women and children receive
services that are safe,
validating and have tangible
positive outcomes. Our
services are known for their
quality and positive outcomes
for women and children.

3
TRANSFORMATIONAL
SOCIAL CHANGE
Our conversations and
activities expose the general
community to the four drivers
of gender-based violence.

Children’s and young people’s
voices are paramount and
Annie North acknowledges their
individual experiences of family
and/or domestic violence can be
obscured in the context of a crisis.
Annie North strives to provide a
consistent voice for the children
and young people we support.

undertaken both with children
and carers who enter the
service. The child’s experience
of family and/or domestic
violence is considered at
each point of the assessment
journey, as well as being at the
heart of the ongoing work at
Annie North.

Annie North advocates that a
child-focussed service holds a
child visible in all work that is

The relationship between
the non-offending parent and
child is paramount; support of

2
EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
AND PARTNERSHIPS
Women and children have
access to services and
resources that result in
tangible positive outcomes.
Our relationships and
partnerships create more
resources for our work.

4
ANNIE NORTH
We can demonstrate the
value we create (impact) for
women and children. We are
well governed and managed,
and have a positive impact on
our staff and stakeholders.

children and advocating for
their wellbeing while holding
recovery of the relationship with
their non-offending parent in
the face of the harmful effects
that domestic and/or family
violence has on the parent/child
bond is a focus at Annie North.
This is addressed through the
range of therapeutic and case
management services and
advocacy.

2
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Chair’s Report

As we come to the end of
another year dealing with
the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic both locally
and globally, the shadow
pandemic of family violence
is experienced by women
and children in Australia.
Victim/survivors experience
increased isolation and fear,
compounded by social and
physical restrictions, with
many women recognising their
experience of family violence
for the first time during the
pandemic.
During the restrictions Annie
North provided innovative
responses while balancing
worker wellbeing and
prioritising community safety.
With Julie Oberin’s continued
leadership and vision as CEO,
Annie North has successfully
been able to influence the
sector, the system and the
community. The impact of the
advocacy and influence work
3

CEO Report

by Julie and others at Annie
North, whether presenting,
consulting with government or
public speaking, is amplified
through strong commitment to
partnerships and connections
across the sector. Julie’s
collaborative approach and
commitment to continually
working to improve outcomes
for women and children,
role models practices of
intersectional feminism and
incorporates human rights,
social justice approaches into
the work with dedication.
The Committee of
Management would like to
congratulate Julie for receiving
an AM, the Medal of the
Order of Australia at the 2021
Queen’s Birthday Honours
Awards announcements, for
significant service to women
and children experiencing
family violence. The award is
a well-deserved recognition for
Julie’s excellence in the field
and outstanding contribution.

I would like to take the
opportunity to thank the
Committee of Management for
their generosity, knowledge
and experience. I am very
grateful to have the privilege to
work alongside Julie and the
amazing team at Annie North.

Lisa Levis
Chairperson,
Annie North Inc.

The past year has again
been challenging for both
our staff and the women
and children we supported.
Services across Victoria
again saw a rise in family
violence with many
complexities arising due
to the impact of COVID-19.
More than ever we see
specialist services like
ours as not only valuable
essential services but
services that must continue
to be strengthened by
governments and the
continued strong support
from our community.
Sustaining the critical support
we provide along with
balancing staff well-being has
been a challenge. However, I
am very proud of our staff and
volunteers for their continued
passion and perseverance to
ensure we maintained the best
responses we possibly could
to women and children at a
traumatic and vulnerable time
in their lives.

Moving forward into another
year that is also going to hold
much uncertainty for us, I
thank our government funders
and the incredible businesses,
community organisations,
networks and individuals who
support us, and provide us
with donations. Without this
incredible support we would
not be able to achieve what we
do.
We have provided some
snippets from our independent
evaluation, demonstrating
that despite the pandemic, we
supported women and children
to achieve amazing outcomes.
The resilience of these women
and children continue to inspire
me and motivate all of us to
continue to do the best we
possibly can. We could not
do this work without the strong
‘back of house’ support from
our administration and finance
team, so I thank them again for
their excellent work over the
year.

I also thank our Committee
of Management, for their
strong governance, passion
and commitment for the
work we do, and in particular
to our Chair Lisa Levis for
her particular support and
leadership.
I look forward to the coming
year, despite its challenges,
as I know we provide a
unique, valued, necessary and
effective support response
to the women and children
who need us, and that even
in adversity we, as a team,
continue to strive for better and
more affective resources and
responses to do what we need
to do.

Julie Oberin AM
CEO,
Annie North Inc.
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About
Annie North
Annie North works within a
feminist framework to provide
crisis and transitional support
and refuge accommodation
to women and children who
are escaping domestic and
family violence. Annie North
has a statewide catchment and
is located within the Loddon
region in Bendigo. Annie North
also provides the Loddon
Family Violence After-Hours
Service.
Our services are accessible
to all adult people who
identify as women and to their
accompanying children from
all sexual orientations and/or
sexual identities. Our services
are provided irrespective of
women’s and children’s cultural
backgrounds or abilities. This
extends to institutional and
support worker violence for
women and children who
identify as having disabilities,
kinship violence for women
and children who identify
as Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islanders CALD women
without visa or residency
status, and where women and
children have experienced
sexual violence and require
safe refuge. Access to
services is determined by the
5

organisation’s eligibility criteria,
which includes the need for
immediate safety.
Annie North is victim/survivor
-centred and a ‘rights based’
service model that works within
a human rights framework.
We are client-focused and
inclusive, and place the safety
of women, their children and
their recovery at the centre
of their experience with our
service. We respect that
clients are the experts in their
own journeys and support
them to have options that
lead to sustainable long-term
outcomes free from abuse. Our
work is grounded in evidencebased practice. We locate
the experience of domestic
and/or family violence in the
wider context of women’s
and children’s relative lack of
social, economic and political
power. We help identify and
challenge the systems barriers
and gaps that victim/survivors
encounter, and we challenge
victim-blaming narratives
and stereotypes that are
widespread in the community.

Annie North Inc.

Some of Our
Key Messages
“After a ten year
absence from
frontline family
violence practice
where I was formerly
a Team Leader
(ACT), I have been
recently employed
with Annie North
in Bendigo. I have
found to my delight,
an organisation with
a clear and strong
safety lens, high level
professionalism,
including extensive
family violence
knowledge and
expertise. The
workplace culture
is positive, happy,
strengths focused and
highly encouraging
of adult learning and
in supporting career
pathways.”

Children and young people’s
voices are paramount.
Annie North advocates that a
child focussed service holds a
child visible in all work that is
undertaken, both with children
and parents who enter the
service.

The service is designed to be
timely and responsive and the
service delivery is grounded in
evidence-based practice.

for themselves while locating
their experience of family and/
or domestic violence in the
wider context of women’s and
children’s relative lack of social
and political power.

Annie North helps identify
and challenges the systems
barriers and gaps that clients
encounter.

“I’d like to thank
Annie North for
your dedication
with families and
for [client’s name
removed] with
regards to being able
to break the cycle of
family violence and
substance misuse, as
it was your service
that started to bring
this family back
together in such a
positive manner.”
~ Child Protection Unit
Swan Hill

Clients are the experts in
their own journeys, and
interactions are based around
the clients making decisions

Annie North challenges
victim-blaming narratives
and stereotypes which are
widespead in the community.

~ New Staff Member
6
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Making
an Impact

3

Number of people requiring an
interpreter

Client Demographic

Cultural
Demographic

Age Range of Women

222

Number of people supported
Number of women

34

Number of culturally and linguistically
diverse people supported

Age range

Country of Birth
Australia
Bangladesh
Fiji
Germany
Hong Kong (SAR of China)
Myanmar
New Zealand
Philippines
Sudan
Thailand
Other
Total

Annie North Inc.

56

Number of Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander people
supported

Some of the Languages
Other Than English Spoken at Home
Number of Clients
199
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
12
222

Language
Mandarin
Tagalog/Filipino
Aboriginal English, so described
Bengali
Dinka
Fijian
Other Australian Indigenous
Thai

Number of
Clients
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Age Range of Children

129

Number of women supported

24%

19/20

Number of children

Aboriginal

7

2020/21

1%

Torres Strait
Islander

5%
Age range

Born Outside
Australia

93

Number of children supported

18/19

21%
1%
15%

Aboriginal
Torres Strait
Islander
Born Outside
Australia

15%
0%
12%

Aboriginal
Torres Strait
Islander
Born Outside
Australia

8
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$94,231

Total brokerage payments made to clients for
essential needs
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4,366 hours

Total recorded contact time with clients

What We Do

Annie North Inc.

Annie North
supports
accompanying
children of any
sexual orientation
and/or gender
identity.

Annie North provides crisis and transitional support and refuge
accommodation to women and children who are escaping domestic and family
violence. Annie North has a statewide catchment and is based in Bendigo
within the Loddon region.

Material aid
funding to
clients
2020/21

$32,102

Flexible Support Packages

$46,000

Family Violence Crisis Brokerage

$16,129

9

Victim Survivors in Refuge Without Income
Due to Temporary Visa Status

Most of the women we see are aged 26-35, closely followed by women in the 36-45
age bracket. We are increasingly seeing older women in the 46-55 age bracket and
some women in the 66-85 age bracket.
Annie North’s services are accessible to:
• women with or without children
• women with disabilities
• women from all cultural backgrounds
including women with immigration status
difficulties and without income or permanent
residency
• LGBTIQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Intersex or Queer) women and
people who identify as non-binary
• women from diverse socio-economic
backgrounds
• women with mental health issues
• women with alcohol and other drug misuse
issues
Annie North can offer women and children
escaping domestic or family violence:
• support
• risk assessment, risk management and
safety planning
• safety and shelter (crisis high security refuge
response, medium security refuge response
or safe housing)
• confidentiality
• case management
• intensive case management

• information, assessment and advocacy
• access to new safe smart phones and
information about technology safety from
technology facilitated abuse
• referrals to health services, legal services,
victims of crime and other specialist services
• pick up of personal belongings, help with
storage and removal costs
• assistance and support with police, legal
and court issues for women and children
• assistance and support with housing
• information and support with health issues
• children’s programs
• counselling and other therapeutic support
• support after leaving refuge
• links to culturally specific support for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander woman
and children
• links to specialist support for women
from culturally and linguistically diverse
backgrounds
• access to telephone interpreter service
• support for immigration status after
experiencing domestic violence
• 24 hours, seven days a week crisis
response for current clients and intake and
assessment for new incidences of domestic
or family violence
10
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“I think the facilities are great. [I] Love the enclosed play
space for little ones, hope they get used lots. The units seem
comfortable and quite private. There is also a feeling of safety
and security there.”

More About
What We Do
Empowerment
It is nothing that the victim/survivor has
done or has not done which has caused the
violence and abuse.

~ Enhanced Maternal and Child Health Nurse
City of Greater Bendigo

Client Centred Practice
A core assumption underpinning our service
model is that the victim/survivors are the
experts in their own journeys.

11

All of Annie North’s work is evidencebased and good practice. We work within
a trauma-informed framework. We are
externally accredited against the Human
Services Standards by QIP every three
years.

Advocacy
Advocacy is a core value in feminist co-case
management as staff challenge systems
that act as barriers to clients getting the
best outcome for themselves.

Annie North...

The responsibility for the abuse lies
solely with the perpetrator who is fully
accountable for the use of violence.

also challenges beliefs which minimise
gender-based violence against women
and children and which also excuse the
perpetrator.

Challenging Myths

understands that women are not a
homogenous group and come from
a range of intersectional and diverse
backgrounds and experiences.

Annie North works in partnership with the
Centre for Non-Violence and the Loddon
Campaspe Community Legal Centre at
the Bendigo Magistrates Court, to provide
support for women who are applying for an
Intervention Order.

Effective Support

It’s a Choice

Annie North...

Court Support

Annie North Inc.

Annie North challenges victim-blaming
narratives and stereotypes which are
widespread in the community.

She Shed
Annie North, Centre for Non Violence
and Access Australia Group partnered
to create the She Shed, offering short
courses for women to learn practical skills,
subsidised by the Dept of Education and
held at Peppergreen Farm. Topics covered
are basic car and home maintenance,
employment, training, budgeting,
understanding taxation and use of basic
power tools.

Situating the Abuse
Every conversation attends to individual
experiences, goals and dreams while
universalising family and/or domestic
violence as indicative of structural male
privilege and sense of entitlement over
women and children’s lives.

Breaking Barriers
Annie North helps identify and challenges
the systems barriers and gaps that clients
encounter. At its core, advocacy is utilised
to influence social and institutional change
as the focus for advancement and supports
clients asserting their needs through
systems perpetrating inequality or which
block personal and political growth.

12
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Therapeutic Intervention - A Woman’s Story

“Healing after
trauma starts when
women and children
are safe and
believed.”
~ Julie Oberin CEO
Photo: Our resident therapy dog, ‘Maia’

It has been another
challenging year to provide
therapeutic services in an ever
changing environment.
The therapeutic team had
the benefit of a counselling
student, Olivia, in 2021. Olivia
was able to do some creative
work engaging young people.
This was particularly beneficial

work really beneficial to their
wellbeing and enjoy the edible
plants they have nurtured. Lisa
provided Circle of Security
sessions to women in refuge,
supporting mothers parenting
after family violence.
Michelle provided counselling
and art therapy to women
and children. This varied from

transformation as they explore
the dynamic feelings and
impacts of surviving family
violence and rebuilding a life.
Maia, a pet therapy dog in
training, noticeably boosted
spirits when she visited the
office.
Working with Aboriginal
families, the therapeutic team

Photo: Paint on sneeze guard

Photo: Client artwork mosaic collage

Photo: Client artwork created from nature

for young people who were
remote learning. Olivia learnt
how to provide counselling
practice in a refuge setting
where women and children are
experiencing instability and
recent trauma.

mess making with families,
to creating artworks with
young people and building on
themes of self-empowerment
through counselling sessions
with women. Michelle creates
a safe place for women and
children to express, try new
things and dream of new
possibilities. The longer
term work with some clients
allows a healing process of

adapt practice to be less time
restricted and structured,
allowing space for yarning and
painting side by side.

Lisa engaged women and
children in the garden space
when weather allowed. Some
of the women find the garden
13

The team are looking forward
to facilitating in person groups
again in the future once the
pandemic restrictions change.

Safe Thriving and
Connected (STC)
Safe Thriving and Connected
is an innovative and integrated
safety and recovery approach that
will deliver specialist therapeutic
interventions to victim/survivors
experiencing and/or recovering
from family violence.
STC has been developed and is
delivered by The Loddon Gender
Equality and Violence Prevention
Consortium (Annie North Inc.
Centre for Non-Violence, Centre
Against Sexual Assault Central
Victoria, Women’s Health Loddon
Mallee, and Cobaw/Sunbury
Community Health). Members of
the consortium have a long history
in working in partnership and are
experienced service providers
in the delivery of integrated and
coordinated specialist family
violence services and system
responses across the Loddon
region.
Annie North is excited to be
involved in this program, which
provides a range of trauma
informed and evidence based
therapeutic programs and
services to support recovery and
healing.

**Maria, a woman
from regional Victoria,
began art therapy when
she entered refuge
accommodation.
Because of the impact of
trauma, she requested
help with:
• Understanding and
regulating emotions
• Sensory issues
• Anxiety and
depression
• Feeling hyper vigilant
Maria has been attending
art therapy sessions
on a weekly basis for
over twelve months.
Art making has mainly
focused on expressing
emotions through paint.
Her journey has evolved
from painting on canvas
and paper to applying
paint directly to surfaces
such as the table top
or sneeze screen. This
has allowed Maria to
tap into raw emotion in
the application of paint
because she is not
confined by the size of
the paper.
Maria has expressed
herself through spilling
paint, like emotions
spilling out, throwing the
paint in frustration or
gently gliding her hands
through the paint in a
calm manner. She has
explored her window of
tolerance and managed
to push the boundaries
gradually. There have
been times when Maria

has become elevated,
however the therapist’s
attendance and space
itself provide a safe
environment to hold and
contain these emotions.

Photo: Scratching in paint

Photo: Expressing anger

This has helped develop
Maria’s understanding
of herself. She has
learnt about the brain’s
involvement in emotional
regulation and can now
apply this knowledge in
everyday life. She has
grown from someone
who had “no words”, to
now not only being able
to name emotions, but
she can identify negative
and positive input. Maria
is able to better control
and respond to external
stimuli.
Maria will continue to
explore and develop
through art therapy.
** Not her real name

14
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Program
Support and
Development
WESNET Telstra
Safe Connections
Program
Women who experience family
violence often have their
phone compromised through
technology facilitated abuse.
The phone may be tracked,
destroyed or used to sustain
constant contact with the
woman.
The WESNET Telstra Safe
Connections program has
enabled many women to be
provided with a safe phone.
Having access to safe
technology is an essential
safety measure to maintain
contact with support networks
This provides an alternative
to a phone used to perpetrate
abuse.
WESNET provides
technology safety training
and resources for family
violence workers. The Family
Violence Practitioners use
this knowledge to assess
and manage risk for women
and children escaping
family violence. Without this
knowledge, some women may
have been tracked to safe
15

Student Placement to Employment

27

Safe smart phones supplied to clients

accommodation.
see https://wesnet.org.au/
ourwork/telstra

WESNET Uber
Rides Program
The generous Uber funding
through WESNET Uber Rides
Program enabled us to support
our clients to independently
access vital medical and
therapeutic appointments
and increase their social and
community participation. It was
a life changing initiative for
countless people at one of
the most difficult times in their
lives.

~ Kylie
Client Services Team

172

Total Uber trips provided to clients

WESNET Uber Rides Program
provide an integral part of
managing risk for women in
refuge. They can avoid places

and public transport where
they may be recognised
by community members
associated with the perpetrator
of family violence.

13

Student placements

on our workforce in many
ways, we were able to host
13 students in the 2020-21
financial year.

A woman in refuge
commenced adult education.
The bus timetable meant that
she would be late for class.
WESNET Uber Rides Program
allowed her to attend class
on time and feel unrushed
and confident walking into the
classroom.

My student placement was
a whirlwind experience
where I found I learnt
something new every
day and was consistently
challenged to push myself
and attempt things I didn’t
think I was capable of. I
was in awe of the inspiring
people around me; both
the talented women who
supervised my placement
and the resilient and
courageous women and
children I was fortunate
enough to support.

~ Madeleine

Client Services Practice Coordinator

Enhanced
Pathways to
Family Violence
Work Project
Annie North participated in all
three years of the Enhanced
Pathways to Family Violence
Work Project. Annie North
hosted a Capacity Building
Coordinator who supported
Annie North and other
local community service
organisations, to provide
quality student placements
which develop family violence
knowledge and skills.
While COVID-19 has impacted

I started my student
placement with Annie North
in 2019. When I found
out I was successful in
securing the placement, it
was one of those moments
where you give yourself
an internal high five and a
big pat on the back! I didn’t
know it then, but this was
the start of my journey
to employment and not
only employment, but to a
lifelong career dedicated to
supporting victim-survivors
of family violence.

We had a mix of Social Work,
Counselling, and Community
Services placements. Two of
our students even relocated
to Bendigo for the duration of
their placements as they were
so eager to do placement at
Annie North.
We were also fortunate to
have Occupational Therapy
students complete a project
on improving our accessibility
for people with disabilities. We
are in the process of reviewing
the recommendations.

As the conclusion of my
placement drew near, I
was encouraged to apply
for a position with Annie
North. My application was
successful and I began the
transition from student to
employee. I have worked
in a variety of roles at
Annie North which have
provided me with invaluable
knowledge and skills that
I will carry with me for the
rest of my life.
The student placement
program at Annie
North prepared me
for employment in the
workforce and sparked
within me a desire to create
change in the world. I
carry with me stories of
hope, stories of resistance
and stories of remarkable
perseverance.
What a year at Annie North!

~ Zoe
After Hours Client Services Team

“I always felt safe and supported at
Annie North.”
“I felt I was surrounded by a strong
and powerful inclusive team.”
“Everyone actually enjoyed
their work and the positivity was
contagious.”
- Students on placement

16
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“[I] want to mention that
the After Hours staff are
incredible, [I] really value
that they are such a
support to the day Client
Service Team.”

Client
Services

Annie North Inc.

Women’s
Stories

~ Exiting Staff Member

Case
Management
Team

clients during the past year
include:

COVID-19 has presented
challenges for staff and
clients: remote learning,
services provided remotely
or with full PPE, housing
shortages, impacts of
isolation, limited services
and uncertainty.

•

Well accustomed to online
meetings this year, the
case managers collaborate
effectively with other
local agencies and have
managed some great
outcomes with clients.
Some of the women have
returned to career paths put
on hold, others to study.
Housing shortages are the
biggest barrier for women
and children moving on
from refuge accommodation
after risk of family violence
has been reduced.
Some of the positive
outcomes for the team and
17

•

•
•
•

children being returned
to their mother’s care
several women securing
employment
many women beginning
study
children re-engaging
with schooling
the safe arrival of one
healthy baby girl

“Thank you for your
part in my journey.
I now know not
defeat. Angels and
heroes do exist. Mine
don’t wear capes or
even have wings,
they don’t wear
undies over their
tights, mine are a
team of women, they
are Annie North. I
have a heart full of
thank yous and the
world at my feet. I
will never forget you
all. Thank you for
saving me.”
~ Annie North Client

After Hours Team
Our After Hours Team have had
some very busy months through
delivery of the Loddon Family
Violence After Hours Response.
This service provides a family
violence crisis response to
victim/survivors in Annie North
accommodation and in the
community through delivery of
the Loddon Family Violence After
Hours Response.
We lead initial crisis responses
for victim/survivors and address
their immediate needs for safety,
material aid or emotional support
including working collaboratively
with other agencies and
emergency services.
This could not be done without
the on-call team who provide
transport, deliver material aid and
in person support after business
hours, sometimes in the middle of
the night.

Tess

Mia

Callie

**Tess is a 26 year old woman
with a school aged child. Tess
was referred to Annie North
after leaving prison.

**Mia was referred into Annie
North by a local agency. She
had originally presented to
hospital after an assault. The
Social Workers referred Mia for
family violence support.

**Callie is a 42 year old woman
referred to Annie North with her
three children.

Tess’s ex-partner was also
due for release from prison
and Tess did not want the
relationship to continue, but
feared for her safety in ending
the relationship.
Tess was supported to relocate
to Annie North. Annie North
provided Tess with counselling,
case management, brokerage
and case coordination to
manage the family violence
risk and support Tess’s goals.
She was supported to make a
safety plan to manage the risk
from her former partner.
Within six months Tess had
obtained employment, her
license, housing and regained
custody of her child.

Annie North then commenced
intensive case management,
safety planning and therapeutic
support.
Mia’s risk level remained
high for a long period as
the perpetrator could not be
located by police for several
months. Once the perpetrator
was remanded, Mia felt she
could plan for her future.
Mia is now studying full-time,
has a new home and has
reconnected with family.

Callie had previously returned
to the perpetrator due to
homelessness. The family had
a long history of isolation from
services and community.
Callie and her children
were provided with case
management and counselling.
A core component of case
management was connecting
the children into school and
local supports. This was
particularly challenging during
COVID-19 restrictions.
Several months later the family
are safely living in a rental
property, Callie is studying,
the children are in school and
have youth and mental health
workers in the community.

** Not their real names
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Supporting All
Women’s Safety and Equality:
An Independent View
Annie North Inc. is part of
the history of feminist refuge
services in Australia, opening
its doors in 1989 at a time when
most refuge services were
based in capital cities. It was
initially supported by a collective
of women, and it has now grown
and adapted to the changing
times whilst maintaining its
original intent to support and
empower women to live free
from domestic and family
violence. The purpose of Annie
North to promote a safe and
equal place for women in society
is still based on a multi-level
approach: policy and individual
advocacy, coordinated local
efforts and individual womancentred practice. Annie North
has adapted and grown with the
changing social, economic, and
political environment, increasing
the services and improving their
model of support alongside a
concurrent increase in demand.
During 2020, Annie North
successfully applied for a
grant from Helen McPherson
Smith Trust to undertake an
independent evaluation of the
work we do. At the time of
writing, the full evaluation report
was not finalised but the early
findings are very informative
about the unique and important

19

role Annie North plays in the
family violence sector. We look
forward to providing more from
the evaluation report in the next
Annual Report. Below are some
of the excerpts and quotes from
the preliminary findings.

interviewed clients and staff
members. The researchers
acknowledged that “Annie North
as an organisation provides
exceptional support to women.
The staff are committed and
passionate.” Overall the clients
who were interviewed were
“overwhelmingly positive about
Annie North”.

“What stands out across the
organisation is the ethic of
hospitality and welcoming that
is offered to women from how
staff engage to the range of
activities they undertake to get
the best outcomes for women.
The practices can best be
described as dignity building,
accepting and welcoming, nonjudgemental and adaptable and
being client centred which was
indicated by women describing
their experience as ‘being
believed’, ‘feeling valued’ and
‘enabling hope’.”

Evaluating Annie North’s work
during COVID-19 “has shown
Annie North’s adaptability and
resilience to find alternative
ways of supporting women and
keeping them safe whilst dealing
with the additional emotional
and mental health impacts this
has on staff and clients. Client
feedback about this time was
positive with women strongly
appreciating that all efforts were
being made to support them.”

The independent evaluation
used a mixed-method approach
utilising both qualitative and
quantitative data. Researchers
undertook a desktop review
of key organisational
literature, analysed an array
of de-identified data and also

“The high proportion of clients
at immediate and high risk
shows that Annie North staff
are working with women and
their children at a time of
dangerousness when they are
highly fearful and distressed
and required the safety and
security that can be offered by
the refuge. The staff must be
skilled to respond to the level of
distress being expressed and
the clients’ high level of risk.”

Annie North Inc.

“Grounded in feminist philosophy and prioritising
the empowerment of women Annie North employs
a deliberate and intentional practice of supporting
women through their journey of escaping domestic
and family violence.”

“The strong feminist
foundations of the service
have provided a continuity of
purpose with an expanded
range of strategies to achieve
safety for women and children
following DFV [domestic and/
or family violence].”

“The theory of change underpinning
Annie North’s practice is that by
providing a comprehensive and
individualised response at a time of
crisis when clients are living with fear
and uncertainty, it creates a trusting
environment that facilitates women’s
decision making. As a result, women
are not continuing to returning to
refuge after crises but instead are
staying connected to Annie North to
help them deal with the long shadow of
DFV [domestic and/or family violence]
impacts while re-establishing their
lives.”

“The feminist practice of
Annie North has developed
to address the multiple
complexities of women’s
circumstances. Whilst DFV
[domestic and/or family
violence] may be the common
issue for all women clients, it
is occurring within the context
of disability and chronic ill
health, mental distress, poverty,
racism, lack of belonging and
statutory agency involvement.
Annie North has approached
this with a focus on how
refuge practice can improve
and grow to support women’s
circumstances rather than it
being an ‘eligibility block’ to
prevent access to Annie North.
This demonstrates the high
level of commitment to the
feminist aim of supporting all
women’s safety and equality.”
20
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Advocacy and
Community Education
16 Days of Activism Against
Gender-Based Violence 2020
Annie North, together with Centre Against Sexual
Assault Central Victoria and Centre for Non
Violence, showcased artworks in an Our Voices
Are Stronger/Walk In My Shoes
exhibition. The exhibition shared important
Photo: Bendigo turns out for March 4 Justice Rally - Photo by Kate Monotti Photography
Photo: Enough is Enough - Photo by Brendon McCarthy

Photos: Art Exhibition created by Annie North Clients and
curated by Michelle Long

Photo: March 4 Justice - Photo by Kate Monotti Photography
Photo: March 4 Justice - Photo by Kate Monotti Photography

voices of women/children with lived experience
of domestic and family violence and/or sexual
assault. This was held as part of the 16 Days
of Activism campaign – which started on 25
November (International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women), and ran until 10
December (Human Rights Day). Annie North will
again be part of this exhibition in 2021.
21

Annie North as part of the Loddon
Gender Equity and Violence Prevention
Consortium helped organise and
participated in the March 4 Justice in
March 2021, standing in solidarity with
thousands of women (and male allies)
across the country. More than 1000
people turned up for the Bendigo rally in
Rosalind Park.
The March 4 Justice statement was
‘Enough is Enough’ and was triggered
by ongoing domestic murders, lack
of political action, and a series of
high profile sexual assault and rape
allegations centering on Australian
Parliament House.
As part of the Consortium and Global
Network of Women’s Shelters we also
participated in webinars highlighting the
ongoing systemic gender-based violence
and abuse against primarily women and
children, and the lack of serious political
intervention to respond to and prevent it.

Photo: March 4 Justice Rally - Photo by Kate Monotti Photography

The Loddon Consortium : It Was Always a Pandemic Webinar
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Annie North would also like
to thank and acknowledge
the donations received
during the 2020/21 year.

329 hours
Hours volunteered

Thank you to our volunteers
We have a wonderful team of volunteers supporting the
work we do.
Some of the activities our volunteers have undertaken in
the last twelve months are:
• Assisting with a pop up ‘shop’ where clients selected
donated clothes and had a free shopping spree
• Regular play sessions with children while Mum
meets with workers
• Going for walks with women
• Child minding while Mum studies for driver’s license
• Orientating families to Bendigo
• Delivering food boxes to families
• Transport
• Shopping
• Having a cup of tea and a chat
• Assisting in resume writing
• Assisted with She Shed
The volunteers have been patient during the changing
restrictions but are looking forward to being part of
regular support and activities for women and children.

Photo: Impact for Women donation

“Volunteers don’t get
paid, not because
they are worthless,
but because they are
priceless.”

We are indebted to our
many donors: organisations,
networks, businesses and
individuals. Every little bit
counts and lets the women and
children we support know that
their community cares about
them.
Below is a list of groups
that have supported us, but
there are also more than 120
individuals that have donated

Goods and Services:
• ADVIA
• Alannah & Madeleine
Foundation
• Anaconda
• Anglicare
• Bendigo Cinemas
• Bendigo Community Health
• Bendigo Food Share
• Bendigo Preschool
• Bendigo Retirement Village
• Community of Christ
Church
• CWA Golden Night
• Gisborne Presbyterian
Church
• Good 360
• Hairem Scarem Hair &
Beauty
• Impact for Women
• Inner Wheel Club of
Bendigo
• Interested, Interesting
Ladies
• Lansell Y Service Club
• My Vet
• Next Steps Australia
• Perpetrators in Prison
• Rotary Club of Bendigo

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South
Share the Dignity
Snap Fitness
StreetSmart
The Arnold Street
Pharmacy
The Nappy Collective
Two Good Food Co.
U3A Castlemaine & Maldon
Uniting Threads
Zonta

Cash Donors:
• Bendigo Y Service Club
Women Inc
• Centrelink Smart Centre
Workplace Giving Program
• CWA Castlemaine
• Jackal Fencing Pty Ltd
• Kangaroo Flat Y Service
Club Women Inc
• Kennington Ladies Social
Tennis Club
• Michaels Group
• Rotary Club of Bendigo
South
• Sidney Myer Fund and the
Myer Foundation
• State Trustees Workplace
Giving
• The Sandel Foundation
• The Strathdale Rotary Club

~ Sherry Anderson

We have also been very fortunate to have amazing
volunteers again this year from the Rotary Club of
Bendigo South working in the garden as well as a new
volunteer assisting with the sorting of donations in the
boutique (where we keep essential clothing and items
for women and children).
The support of these wonderful volunteers plays
an integral part in assisting Annie North to provide
beautiful, safe gardens to enjoy, and ensuring there is
appropriate clothing available in “The Boutique”.
23

We particularly acknowledge
the amazing generosity from a
donor that chooses to remain
anonymous, asking only that
we let others know that they
have donated $50,000 per
year to us over four years and
encourage others to do what
they can. We also want to
particularly acknowledge the
Sandel Foundation for their
significant support, fundraising
and donations.

goods, money or services
throughout the year.

Photo: Christmas donations from Interested, Interesting Ladies.

Photo: Share the Dignity donation

“It [volunteering] provides a small opportunity to assist in the
operation of a wonderful facility.”

~ Annie North Volunteer

Photo: Pop Up Shop
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Our
Committee

Our Team
Julie Oberin – Chief Executive Officer
Helen Horgan – Executive Assistant
Lisa Thomas – Finance Manager
Cate Burns – Operations Coordinator
Bree Cox – Finance and Administration Officer
Sue McCormick – Administration and Property
Officer

LISA LEVIS
CHAIR

KATIE CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY CHAIR

SARAH FAWDRY
TREASURER

Ross Egleton - Capability Building Coordinator (program ended Apr2021)
Madeleine H – Client Services Practice
Coordinator
Lisa E – Client Services Systems Coordinator
Alex B
Jess H
Kanji JL (left Apr2021)
Kylie C (started Mar2021)
Kylie H

Casual Relief and On-Call
TRILBY LANGDON

JUNE WILDE

“I would like to say what fantastic work your organisation is doing.
I heard about you from [a colleague] who I work with.
She spoke to a group of people the other day and this is the reason
I had heard of you [Annie North] and felt the need to donate.”
25

~ Commonwealth Bank Employee

Aquestria Rossiter – Reception and
Administration Assistant
Del Whitehead – Finance and Administration
Assistant (started Oct2020, left Apr2021)
Subha Arora – Finance and Administration
Assistant (started Jul2021)

Special Project - Enhanced Pathways into Family Violence Work
Client Services Team

EMMA FOWLER
SECRETARY

Annie North Inc.

Ashlee P
Donna F
Emily McD
Gabrielle E
Kathryn H
Kate McD
Kelsey R

Volunteers
Cassie McM
Clive H
Emily T
Gaye W
George E
Kathryn H
Keysha DH

Lana B
Lauren W
Lisa H
Megan B
Michelle L
Voula A (left Dec2020)
Zoe B

Kylie C
Layla B
Meg B
Nyunkia T
Raewyn L
Tamara S
Tania J
Lynne W
Merlyn Q
Paul G
Philip L
Tony P
Trevor H
Zoe P
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FINANCE SUMMARY
Below is a summary of our audited financial statements.
A full copy of the 2020-2021 financial statements is available on request.
The audit of our financial records was completed in October 2021 by RSD Audit Pty. Ltd.

Treasurer’s Report

2021
$

2020
$

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of financial year

331,627

187,094

Net cash provided by operating activities

307,563

398,804

Net cash used in investing activities

(80,267)

(250,147)

Repayment of lease liabilities

(4,356)

(4,124)

Net increase in cash held

222,940

144,533

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of financial year

554,567

331,627

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Cash Flows From Operating Activities

Cash Flows From Investing Activities

It is with pleasure I present
the 2020-2021 finance report
for Annie North Inc. to our
members.
As per our previous year, we
have faced a very challenging
year with COVID-19. I would
firstly like to recognise all
the Staff and Board of Annie
North Inc. for their continued
contributions and support
during these difficult times. We
have faced this challenge with
dignity and a positive attitude,
which has stood us all in good
stead.
We are pleased to report that
Annie North Inc. finished the
year with an Operating Profit
result of $432,630 and that
the Auditors gave a clear and
unqualified Audit result.
Our revenue increased in
2020-2021 to $2,577,839
compared with the previous
year of $2,266,525.
Our expenses were higher
in 2020-2021, $2,145,209
27

compared with $1,959,194 for
2019-2020.
The overall result for Annie
North Inc. was a Profit of
$432,630, with Employee &
Professional Development
expenses making up 81% of
our total expenses.
As at 30 June 2021,
our Total Assets were
$1,547,820 and our Liabilities
totalled $579,855, leaving
Organisational Equity of
$967,965. This shows Annie
North Inc. can more than
comfortably meet all liabilities
and future contingencies.
Thank you to our CEO, Julie
Oberin, and Finance Manager,
Lisa Thomas, for their financial
management over the past
year.

Highlights of the
2021 Financial Year

Revenue

2,577,839

2,266,525

Expenses

(2,145,209)

(1,959,194)

432,630

307,331

1,440,510

1,205,029

107,310

86,641

1,547,820

1,291,670

556,716

723,737

Net current year surplus

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

$2.5M

Assets
Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Total Assets

Income

$0.4M

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Non-current Liabilities

23,139

32,598

Total Liabilities

579,855

756,335

Net Assets

967,965

535,335

Total Equity

967,965

535,335

Income

Expenditure
Salaries and Professional
Development 81%

Grant Income
87%

Current Year Surplus
Sarah Fawdry
Treasurer,
Annie North Inc.

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

2020-21

Donations and Interest
7%
Other
6%

2020-21

Operational Costs
12%
Client Brokerage and
Expenditure 7%
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Adjusting
to COVID-19

					

The team at Annie North have
adjusted to COVID-19 restrictions
with some fun PPE for client
contact, sneezeguards, masks,
hand sanitiser, density limits,
working from home and of
course, vaccinations!

Client Services Team member Katie Mac models some of our fun PPE

Sneezeguard installed in counselling room

COVID Heroes: Staff members Aquestria Rossiter, Lisa Thomas, Sue McCormick and Michelle Long get their COVID-19 vaccinations
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